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Abstract

This study aims to provide fundamental understandings of the pressure effects on the soot

formation and compare the performances of different soot aerosol models. Numerical sim-

ulations are performed in laminar coflow diffusion flames at pressures ranging from 1 to 16

bar. Two soot aerosol models are considered: the acetylene-based semi-empirical (SE) model

and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) based hybrid method of moment (HMOM).

To study the effect of large-sized PAH species, a detailed reaction mechanism is used with

PAH pathways up to coronene. Results show that the SE model provides good predictions of

pressure scaling of peak soot mass with a deviation of 7%, while HMOM obtains better soot

predictions on the flame centerline. Due to the shifting of PAH position towards the burner

with increasing pressure, the nascent soot is formed earlier. The increase in the particle

residence time is found to be an additional factor that further promotes the increased soot

formation with pressure, apart from the increase in density, temperature, and PAH concen-

tration. The residence time at 8 bar case is 2.5 times and 3.0 times longer than those at 1

bar case on the flame centerline and flame wings, respectively. Moreover, the pressure effects

on the PAH contribution to the nucleation process are studied. Although small-sized PAH

species (A2 and A2R5) dominate the nucleation process, the contribution of large-sized PAH

species (larger than A4) increases from 5% to 20% of the total on the flame wings, when the

pressure increases from 1 bar to 8 bar.
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1. Introduction1

The investigation of soot formation in high-pressure combustion devices is critical for2

advancing low-emissions designs. In general, soot yield increases with pressure as pn, where3

n is 1.5−2.8 depending on the fuel and combustor design used [1]. It is of significant interest4

to understand how pressure impacts soot characteristics, and what underlying chemical and5

physical processes are responsible for the behavior.6

Numerical simulation is an effective way to understand the soot formation. However,7

accurate computational modelings of sooting behavior for various fuels in high pressure are8

challenging due to the multi-physics and multi-scale nature of the phenomena. For soot9

modeling, the level of complexities ranges from the semi-empirical (SE) model [2] based on10

acetylene to detailed model [3–5] based on polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH). The SE11

model have been widely applied in engineering practices in favor of its simplicity. The soot12

inception in the SE model is based on C2H2, so that the chemical mechanism only needs to13

include the C2 species. Such a chemical mechanism often only requires a few dozen species.14

For example, the GRI-Mech 3.0 mechanism [6] has 35 species excluding NOx reactions. In15

contrast, the sooting flame simulations based on the detailed soot model requires a high16

computational cost, because the detailed model requires the formation of PAH species in17

the chemical mechanism. Such a detailed reaction mechanism usually includes hundreds of18

species. In addition, the pathways of PAH formation is not fully understood yet, which19

increases the uncertainty in the fidelity of the simulations.20

Prior studies of laminar premixed and diffusion flames have shown that either approach21

of acetylene-based or PAH-based soot model provides reasonable predictions of soot volume22

fractions for a wide range of fuels and flame configurations [3, 7, 8]. Liu et al. [9] found that23

the SE model correctly predicted the change in the peak value of the soot volume fraction24

with pressure by using a square root dependence of the soot surface growth rate on the25

surface area. However, the magnitude of volume fraction was overall under-predicted. On26

the other hand, simulations of Charest et al. [7] with pressure ranging up to 60 bar showed27
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an over-prediction of soot volume fraction using SE model. Other simulations [10] including28

the effect of nitrogen dilution in the fuel stream showed that while the pressure effects on29

flame shape and soot concentration was well captured, the agreement was still poor in a30

quantitative sense. Besides, the position of the peak value of the soot volume fraction was31

also not well predicted by SE model. In these previous studies, the increase in soot volume32

fraction with increasing pressure was mainly attributed to the increase in the mixture density33

and species concentrations.34

Recently, detailed soot models based on PAH species have been used to simulate soot35

formation at elevated pressures [11–16]. Eaves et al. [11] used the sectional method to study36

the ethane/air coflow diffusion flames at pressures from 2 to 15 atm. By introducing a37

parameter to account for the variation of soot surface reactivity, the predicted soot agrees38

well with the experiment. They reported that soot formation along the wings is dominated39

by acetylene addition, while PAH condensation dominates soot formation on the centerline.40

They concluded that increased surface growth and PAH condensation rate with increasing41

pressure is primarily due to the increase in soot surface area. The increase in density under42

high pressure is the primary reason for the increase in reaction rate. Using the same method,43

Liu et al. [12] studied the soot formation in laminar coflow diffusion flames at pressures up44

to 20 atm. They concluded that the pressure scaling is different in the two intervals of 5−1045

atm and 10− 20 atm, while all the pressure scaling of soot mass was under-predicted in the46

simulations.47

By using the method of moments, Guo et al. [17] studied the pressure effects on soot48

formation in ethylene/air diffusion flames. They found that the PAH condensation rate49

increases the fastest with pressure, followed by inception and acetylene addition rate. At50

high pressures, PAH condensation becomes the dominant pathway for soot formation, instead51

of the acetylene addition. Abdelgadir et al. [13] employed the hybrid method of moments52

(HMOM) [4] to provide a qualitative soot spatial distribution that is consistent with the53

experiment. However, the predicted PAH concentrations were significantly different from54

experimental data, which was attributed to the uncertainties in the reaction mechanism.55

They also concluded that the decrease in the scalar dissipation rate under high pressure is56

an important reason for the increase in soot mass. Using the same configuration, Zhou et57
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al. [18] studied the pressure effects on the gas phase reaction pathways. They found that58

elevated pressures could change the dominant global pathway of naphthalene formation.59

Although pressurized laminar diffusion flames have been extensively studied numerically,60

the scaling of soot volume fraction on pressure is difficult to predict accurately. Previous61

studies focused on the pressure effects on each individual soot pathways, and they attributed62

the pressure effects to the contribution of various factors including density, gas-phase chemi-63

cal reaction pathway, scalar dissipation rate, etc. The flame height in laminar coflow diffusion64

flame remains the same at different pressures, if the fuel mass flow rate is fixed. Experiments65

have observed that as the pressure increases, the PAH position moves toward the burner inlet66

[19], implying that the nascent soot is formed earlier, and then the soot spatial distribution67

is closer to the burner. Although the axial velocity distribution changes little with pressure68

in such buoyancy controlled flames, the axial velocity near the burner is much lower than69

the downstream velocity. Under an increased pressure, soot particles have a longer residence70

time for growth. The increase of residence time may have a certain contribution to the71

increase of soot volume fraction. However, the effect of residence time on soot mass has72

not been reported in pressurized laminar coflow diffusion flame, and this is a subject of this73

study.74

In the detailed soot model, the PAH species are considered the main soot precursors.75

However, there are still open questions, such as which PAH species are more important in76

the ultimate soot formation pathways. Our previous study [20] showed that the nucleation77

processes are highly sensitive to the choice of soot precursor. Many simulations used pyrene78

as the soot precursor [11, 12, 17], while small-size PAH species, such as naphthalene and79

phenanthrene, were also included in soot precursor in some studies [13, 21]. Selvaraj et80

al. [20] found that consideration of higher PAH species beyond pyrene as soot precursor is81

important for accurate quantitative soot prediction in counterflow diffusion flames. However,82

Eaves et al. [22] found that smaller PAH species contribute the most to nucleation processes.83

The simulation results of turbulent flames by Jain and Xuan [23] indicated that PAH species84

more than two aromatic rings contributed to around 30% of the overall soot nucleation rate85

along the flame centerline and more than 50% away from the centerline. These studies were86

only carried out under atmospheric pressure, and adding the pressure effect would further87
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complicate our clear understanding of the process, as the formation and consumption rates88

of different PAH species have different sensitivity to pressure. Therefore, the influence of89

large PAH species (more than four aromatic rings) under higher pressure needs to be further90

investigated.91

The present study attempts to address the above questions on soot characteristics that92

were previously overlooked. In addition to providing a comprehensive analysis that quantifies93

the pressure scaling of different soot pathways, the effect of residence time for soot growth94

is highlighted and the effects of pressure on the contribution from each individual PAH95

species in soot inception process are studied. For this purpose, numerical simulations of soot96

formation and oxidation are performed in a set of well-characterized high-pressure flames97

with pressures ranging from 1 to 16 bar [24–26], for which experimental measurements of98

temperature, PAH species, and soot volume fraction are available for assessing the fidelity99

of the sooting flame simulations. Both acetylene-based SE model of high application values100

and PAH-based detailed model of high simulation fidelities are compared for the prediction101

of pressure scaling of the soot mass. In the following, the experimental configuration and102

numerical setups are explained in Section 2, and the simulation results and analysis are103

presented in Section 3.104

2. Configuration and computational approach105

2.1. KAUST pressurized coflow flame106

The target flames are pressurized laminar coflow diffusion flames known as “ISF-4 target107

flame 2” from the International Sooting Flame (ISF) Workshop. These laminar coflow flames108

range in pressures from 1 to 16 bar. The burner has a central nozzle with an inner diameter of109

4 mm and surrounded by a coflow of air with uniform axial velocity within 50 mm diameter.110

The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1, more detail can be found in [24–26].111

Under all pressure conditions, the mass flow of fuel remains fixed (1.37 mg/s for ethylene,112

6.41 mg/s for nitrogen). The fuel velocity and coflow velocity decrease with the increase113

in pressure. Note that in higher pressure cases of 8 and 16 bar, the coflow velocity is set114

to a higher value than the fuel velocity, which is to maintain a stable shape of the flame.115

In general, the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability [27] resulting from the velocity shear becomes116
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Table 1: Experimental and numerical conditions.

P C2H4 N2 Air Uf Uo

(bar) (mg/s) (mg/s) (g/s) (cm/s) (cm/s)

1 1.37 6.41 1.25 53.1 53.1

2 1.37 6.41 1.25 26.6 26.6

4 1.37 6.41 1.25 13.3 13.3

8 1.37 6.41 2.51 6.64 13.3

16 1.37 6.41 4.42 3.32 11.7

more prominent under a higher pressure case, and therefore it is more difficult to maintain117

numerical stability.118

2.2. Modeling of laminar sooting flame119

The computational model utilizes the low-Mach number algorithm implemented in Open-120

FOAM unstructured grid solver [28, 29]. The full set of transport equations for gas-phase121

species compatible with each soot model is solved. The governing equations of momentum,122

species, and total enthalpy are given by:123

∂ρui
∂t

+
∂ρujui
∂xj

= − ∂p

∂xi
+
∂τij
∂xj

+ ρgi, (1)

124
∂ρYi
∂t

+∇ · (ρ (U + Uc)Yi) = ∇ · (ρDi,m∇Yi) + Ṡi, (2)
125

∂ρh

∂t
+∇ · (ρ (U + Uc)h) = ∇ ·

(
λ

CP

∇h
)
−∇ ·

N∑
i=1

((
λ

CP

− ρDi,m

)
hi∇Yi

)
+ Q̇rad. (3)

The mixture-averaged formula is used to close the molecular diffusion of each species in126

Eq. 2, with a correction velocity Uc added to ensure conservation of the total species mass127

fraction [30]. Except for the inert species (N2), chemistry source terms Ṡi are considered for128

every species. Extra sink terms (not shown here) are given to the transport equations of the129

soot precursors species and enthalpy, as well as the continuity equation for velocity correction,130

to account for the removal of gas phase soot precursor species forming soot particles. The131

thermodynamic properties and reaction kinetics are calculated using Cantera [31]. Q̇rad is132
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the heat source term introduced by radiation heat loss. An optically thin radiation model133

is used to calculate the radiation heat loss from soot particles and four gas-phase species134

(CO2, H2O, CH4, and CO) [32]. The Planck mean absorption coefficients are calculated at135

the gas band centers [3]. The Green-Gauss cell based scheme is used to compute gradient,136

and the mid point interpolation is used to evaluate face fluxes. For the laplacian term,137

conventional non-orthogonal corrections are applied for all the scalar transport equations138

but an additional limiter is used for the momentum equation [33].139

The KAUST-Aramco PAH mechanism 1.0 [20], referred to as the KAUST-Aramco mech-140

anism, is used to describe gas-phase oxidation and soot precursor evolution. The transport141

equations of a total of 86 species are solved along with the energy, momentum, and continuity142

equations. The mechanism includes PAH pathways contributing to the dimers formation,143

including eleven different PAH molecules from naphthalene (A2), acenaphthylene (A2R5),144

pyrene (A4), and cyclopenta[cd]pyrene (A4R5) up to coronene (A7). The KAUST-Aramco145

mechanism has been widely validated against canonical laminar flames [20]. Previously,146

the results from this mechanism were found to be comparable to other PAH mechanisms147

[34]. For the C2H2-based SE model, a sub-mechanism extracted from the KAUST-Aramco148

mechanism is used, referred to as the KAUST-Aramco SubMech, which only includes the149

species up to C2. This treatment is to maintain a fair comparison between the SE and de-150

tailed model so that the carbon flux that forms soot would not be “leaked” into those PAH151

species that are not included in the SE model. Considering the uncertainty of PAH forma-152

tion pathway, a comprehensive comparison of the mole fractions of PAH species predicted153

by the several state-of-the-art PAH mechanisms in one-dimensional counterflow flames and154

two-dimensional coflow flame at various pressures is provided as Supplementary Material.155

Soot inception and particle description are handled using two different models. The SE156

model [2] uses C2H2 as the soot precursor. Two additional transport equations for soot mass157

fraction and number density are used. The source terms and model parameters are based158

on Ref. [2]. Besides the soot oxidation by O2, the soot oxidation by OH and O are also159

considered based on Moss et al. [35] and Bradley et al. [36], respectively.160

The PAH-based approach is combined with the HMOM [4], which describes the number161
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Figure 1: Computational domain with boundary conditions.

density function in terms of two internal coordinates (surface area and volume). The trans-162

port equations of moments are solved. The thermophoresis of soot particles is considered163

[37] and molecular diffusion is neglected [38]. In HMOM, soot nucleation is modeled as164

the collision of two PAH dimers, where a dimer is a molecular cluster composed of two PAH165

molecules. In this study, the inception of soot particles includes eleven different PAH species.166

Instead of considering dimers resulting from all possible PAH collisions, only the total rate167

of dimers formation and the average carbon and hydrogen content per dimer are evaluated.168

The dimerization rate is calculated as the sum of the collision rates of each PAH molecule.169

Through the condensation process, the dimers can also condense on the surface of existing170

soot particles. The hydrogen abstraction acetylene addition (HACA) mechanism [39] is used171

to describe surface growth. Soot oxidation by O2 and OH is based on Appel, Bockhorn, and172

Frenklach (ABF) model [40] and Neoh’s model [41], respectively.173

2.3. Computational configuration174

A two-dimensional axial-symmetric configuration shown in Figure 1 is used for the sim-175

ulations. The axial and radial lengths of the computational domain are 50 mm and 25 mm,176

respectively. It is extended 10 mm upstream into the fuel and coflow tubes to better repre-177

sent the inflow velocity distribution. Further increasing the domain size did not affect the178

solution. The computational domain was subdivided into 149 cells in the radial- and 570179
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Figure 2: Overview of measured (left-hand panel) and predicted (right-hand panel) flame temperature fields

in pressure of 1 bar, 2 bar and 4 bar. The prediction is performed using KAUST-Aramco mechanism and

HMOM.

in the axial direction to form a non-uniformly-spaced mesh with 80,760 cells. The mesh180

independence has been tested prior to the main simulation. The smallest grid size of the181

final grid is 0.033 mm. A parabolic velocity profile and uniform velocity profile are used for182

the fuel and oxidizer inlets, respectively. Uniform profiles for the temperature and species183

mass fractions are used for the fuel and oxidizer inlets. All walls are isothermal with a wall184

temperature of 300 K.185

With these above numerical setups, five cases of different pressures (1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 bar)186

are simulated for the pressurized laminar diffusion flames [24–26]. The parametric conditions187

are listed in Table 1. Each of the five simulation cases is repeated for the two soot models188

of SE and HMOM.189

3. Results and discussion190

3.1. Effects of pressure on flame shape191

The comparison of predicted and measured gas temperature fields is shown in Figure 2.192

The temperature was measured by a type-R thermocouple [25] and was only available at193

pressures of 1, 2, and 4 bar. Only the temperature contour of HMOM is plotted here because194
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Table 2: Measured and predicted flame height defined by the maximum temperature on the flame centerline.

Flame height [mm] 1 bar 2 bar 4 bar

Experiment 29.0 25.0 25.0

Prediction 28.1 27.5 26.6

the results of SE are found to be nearly identical. The predicted flame temperature is higher195

than the measurements. The adiabatic, predicted, and measured peak flame temperatures196

at 4 bar case are 2030 K, 1954 K, and 1854 K, respectively. Except for the error of the197

thermocouple measurement, the discrepancy between the prediction and the measurement198

comes from the prediction of soot radiation heat loss, which eventually relates back to the199

uncertainty associated with soot modeling. As the soot modelings here tend to under-predict200

the soot volume fraction by half (as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7), the temperature is201

therefore over-predicted.202

The flame width decreases as the pressure increases due to the buoyancy effect. Charest203

et al. [42] found that the laminar coflow flames with buoyancy effect have lower soot vol-204

ume fractions, higher temperatures and narrower soot-containing zones than flames without205

buoyancy effect at the same pressure. The numerical results of methane/air coflow flame by206

Liu et al. [9] showed the increased pressure enhances air entrainment into the fuel stream207

around the burner tip. With increasing pressure, the enhanced air entrainment into the fuel208

stream and the increased mixture density accelerated fuel pyrolysis.209

The mass flow of the fuel inlet is fixed at 7.78 mg/s under all conditions. Although the210

velocity of fuel inlet drops as pressure and therefore density increases, the flame height only211

slightly decreases. Table 2 summarizes the measured and predicted flame heights, which are212

defined by the maximum temperature on the flame centerline. Note that the resolution of213

temperature measurement is 2 mm in the experiment. The overall predicted flame height214

and shape are consistent with the experimental observation.215
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Figure 3: Predicted and measured peak mole fraction on flame centerline. The results of KM2 and NBP

mechanisms are taken from [13].

3.2. Effects of pressure on gas phase soot precursors216

This section investigates the pressure effects on several important species. The peak mole217

fraction of those species on the flame centerline is interrogated. The results of the KM2 and218

NBP mechanisms obtained from [13] are included for comparisons. Besides, the simulation219

results obtained with the KAUST-Aramco mechanism but without soot calculation are also220

included to examine the effects of the carbon flux from gas-phase to soot particles. The221

species with available experimental data are plotted in Figure 3.222

For C2H2 and benzene (A1), the KAUST-Aramco mechanism provides the best predic-223

tion, followed by the KM2 mechanism. The NBP mechanism predicts highest peak mole224

fractions. A2 is under-predicted by all mechanisms. The peak value of A2 predicted by the225

KAUST-Aramco mechanism is approximately one third of the measurement even in 1 bar226

condition. In KAUST-Aramco mechanism, A2 is formed through the pathway: A1−+C2H2227

⇀↽ A1C2H+H; A1C2H+C2H2 ⇀↽ A2−. These are typical reactions in the HACA mechanism.228

Note that the three mechanisms compared here are well-established for PAH predictions and229

have been widely used in previous soot studies. Therefore, this under-prediction may also230
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partially comes from experimental uncertainty since all three mechanisms under-predict A2.231

A2R5 is well predicted by the KAUST-Aramco mechanism without soot calculation (red232

dash). The under-prediction of A2R5 by HMOM may be due to over-consumption of A2R5233

in the soot inception model. The modellings of pyrolyzation and oxidation are different234

for the KAUST-Aramco mechanism and the KM2 mechanisms, which are adapted from the235

AramcoMech 1.3 C1–C2 chemistry [43] and the USC-Mech II [44] mechanism, respectively.236

This should be the main reason why the two mechanisms provide different PAH predictions.237

Besides, since the PAH species larger than A4R5 are included in the KAUST-Aramco mech-238

anism, it provides a slightly lower intermediate PAH species of A2 and A2R5 than the other239

mechanisms do.240

In 16 bar case without soot calculation (red dashed line in Figure 3), the peak mole241

fractions of PAH species are less than that in 8 bar case, even for benzene. Detailed reac-242

tion pathway analysis was carried out by computing the rate of production at the position243

of maximum benzene on the flame centerline. It was found that the formation of benzene244

proceeds primarily through the recombination of two propargyls (C3H3), which is further245

formed by the reaction of radicals with C2H2 or p-C3H4. At 16 bar, the concentration of246

radicals (such as H, OH, and CH3) decreases, resulting in a decrease in the C3H3 concentra-247

tion. Considering the high uncertainty of PAH predictions, the 16 bar case is not included248

in the analysis of pressure scaling of soot volume fraction. More experimental data at higher249

pressure conditions are needed to validate the PAH predictions rigorously.250

Due to the limitation of the measurement and the inclusion of PAH species in the mech-251

anism, the predicted PAH species and the measured PAH species cannot correspond one252

to one. To evaluate the prediction of the soot precursors, the sum of the soot precursors253

predicted on the flame centerline normalized by flame height and the sum of the measured254

PAH species are compared, as shown in Figure 4. The predictions are multiplied by a factor255

of five to be comparable to the experimental data. The pressure scaling is demonstrated256

in the inset of Figure 4. Despite the under-prediction of PAH species, the pressure scaling257

within 4 bar is well predicted. However, the pressure scaling is under-predicted beyond 4258

bar. The experimental results show that the peak position of PAH shifts upstream rela-259

tive to the flame height. However, the predicted peak PAH positions show little change.260
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Figure 4: Sum of the selected PAH mole fraction on flame centerline. The dot is the sum of measured PAH

species above two aromatic rings, including napthalene, acenaphthalene, acenaphthene, phananthrene, and

anthracene. The solid line is the sum of predicted PAH species which are selected as soot precursors, the

values are multiplied by a factor of five to be comparable to the experimental data.

This suggests that the shift of PAH peak location is still under-predicted in the simulation.261

Although with the increase of pressure, the predicted PAH shifts toward the burner inlet262

in physical space, the change of predicted PAH distribution is mainly following the flame263

dynamics, while experimental observations suggest other potential mechanisms behind such264

phenomena.265

3.3. Effects of pressure on soot formation266

Due to a reduction in flame volume as pressure increase, the soot yield is widely used to267

indicate the sooting tendency. The soot yield measures the degree of soot conversion from268

gas phase carbon along the flow direction, which is defined as the ratio between the soot269

mass flow rate and carbon flux:270

ηs =
ṁs

ṁc

=

∫
2πrvzρsfvdr

ṁc

(4)

where ṁs and ṁc are the soot and carbon mass flowrates, respectively. In this flames, ṁc is271

1.17 mg/s under all pressures. ρs is the soot density, which equals to 1800 kg/m3, vz is the272
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Figure 5: Soot yield as a function of height above burner in ethylene flames from 1 to 8 bar. Inset: Peak

soot yield as a function of pressure on a log–log scale.

axial velocity, and fv is the soot volume fraction.273

Figure 5 shows the soot yield along the flame height. The peak soot yield predicted by274

HMOM agrees well with the measurement. As the pressure increases, the position of the275

peak soot yield shifts towards the burner inlet, which is captured by the HMOM and SE276

models. The predicted soot yield in the region before the peak value is higher than the277

measurement. Such over-prediction is contributed mainly from the soot yield on the flame278

wings. The pressure scaling of peak soot yield is also demonstrated in the inset of Figure 5.279

The measured pressure scaling is 1.79, and the predictions are 2.64 and 1.55 by HMOM and280

SE model, respectively. Both the measured and predicted pressure scaling of peak soot yield281

are lower than that of peak soot volume fraction (see Fig. 7) due to the reduction in flame282

volume.283

The measured and predicted soot volume fraction on the flame centerline are shown in284

Figure 6. The soot volume fraction was measured by the line-of-sight attenuation [26]. The285

measurement error is obtained based on the uncertainty analysis of the soot volume fraction286

in [26]. The measurements at pressures of 1 and 2 bar is not available. Compared with the287

measurement, HMOM provides better predictions than SE model, in terms of both the peak288
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Figure 6: Measured and predicted soot volume fraction on flame centerline.

value and the distribution.289

The peak soot volume fraction typically scales with pressure following the exponential290

relation pn. The pressure scaling exponent is an important integral quantity for practical291

application. Figure 7 shows the peak soot volume fraction at the flame centerline and292

the flame wings as a function of pressure for both numerical prediction and experimental293

measurements. The position of the flame wings is defined by the radial position of maximum294

soot volume fraction at half the flame height. The flame height is defined as the position of295

the stoichiometric mixture fraction on the flame centerline.296

On the flame centerline, the n value obtained from measurements is approximately 2.02.297

The SE model provides a n value of 2.16, which only has a 7% error compared to the298

measurement. The predicted pressure scaling by HMOM is 3.14, which is larger than the299

prediction of the SE model and is a 55% deviation from measurement. On the flame wings,300

predicted pressure scaling by HMOM and SE model is 3.71 and 2.53, respectively. The301

pressure scaling on the flame wings is greater than that on the flame centerline. The peak302

soot volume fraction predicted by HMOM is found to be more sensitive to pressure than those303

in the SE model. This is because both the increase in mixture density and mole fraction304

of PAH species is considered in HMOM, while the SE model only incorporates the increase305
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Figure 7: Peak soot volume fraction as a function of pressure on flame centerline and flame wing, experiment

data from [26]

in mixture density. This trend is consistent with the literature results. Adbelgadir et al.306

[13] and Zhou et al. [18] obtained a much higher pressure scaling than the experiment in307

the same set of laminar ethylene diffusion flames. Due to the different gas phase mechanism308

used, different pressure scaling of soot volume fraction are predicted in different studies. In309

this study, at low pressures of 1 bar and 2 bar, peak soot volume fraction predicted by the SE310

model is higher than that by HMOM, which is consistent with our previous study [34]. This311

is because these models use different soot precursors. The mole fraction of C2H2 decreases312

with increasing pressure, while the mole fraction of PAH increases with increasing pressure.313

Note that the peak soot volume fraction predicted by the SE model always appears on flame314

wings, while the peak soot volume fraction in the experiment appears on the flame centerline315

for pressure under 8 bar, which is partially captured by the HMOM model.316

Figure 8 shows the predicted spatial distribution of soot volume fraction in 1 bar and 8317

bar cases, as well as the maximum soot volume fraction in each Lagrangian trajectory. For318

the Lagrangian analysis, the Eulerian solution is interpolated onto the particle locations,319

which are advected by the local velocity. For 1 bar and 8 bar cases, the peaks of the soot320

volume fraction are located on the flame centerline and on the flame wings, respectively.321
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Figure 8: Predicted spatial distribution of soot volume fraction: (a) 1 bar, (b) 8 bar. Maximum soot volume

fraction on each Lagrangian trajectory. The trajectory number starts from the centerline and increases in

the radial direction.

As shown in Figure 8(c), the soot volume fraction decreases monotonically along the radial322

direction at 1 bar, while the peak soot volume fraction first increases, and then quickly323

decreases at 8 bar.324

The soot volume fraction on the Lagrangian trajectories are sampled, and then remapped325

on the mixture fraction space for analysis. Figure 9 shows the distribution of the soot volume326

fraction in the mixture fraction space at pressures of 1 bar and 8 bar. Two trajectories going327

through the flame centerline and flame wings are noted in each figure. The soot border in 8328

bar case (gray dashed line) is also plotted in Figure 9(a) to clearly show the pressure effect329

on the soot distribution in mixture fraction space. There is a wider soot distribution in high330

pressure case. Pressure has little effect on the starting and peak positions of soot volume331

fraction, while the destruction of soot is closer to Zst under high pressure case, because a332

large amount of soot under high pressure requires a longer oxidation time. Moreover, at333

high pressure, the maximum value of normalized soot on each trajectory is greater than334

0.5. The reason is that due to the significant increase of the soot formation rate, once the335

nascent soot is formed, the soot particles will grow by PAH condensation and HACA paths,336

thereby increasing the soot volume fraction. Note that the circular trajectories under the337

red trajectory in Figure 9(b) are from the coflow inlet, the mixture fraction of their starting338
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point and ending point are therefore both zero.339

Figure 9: Soot volume fraction normalized by its global maximum in the mixture fraction space sample from

the Lagrangian trajectories: (a) 1 bar, (b) 8 bar. The trajectory on the centerline and the flame wings are

demarcated. The upper/lower gray dashed line shown in the 1 bar case indicates the highest/lowest SVF

reached by trajectories issued from the fuel inlet in the 8 bar case.

3.4. Pressure scaling of individual soot pathways340

To understand the scaling of peak soot volume fraction with pressure, the evolution of soot341

particles along Lagrangian trajectories is analyzed. One of the most important contributions342

for the 2D simulation is to span different Lagrangian trajectories with different residence343

times. Two trajectories are compared here, which go through the flame centerline and flame344

wings. The soot formation rate is broken down into each pathway in the two trajectories.345

For the SE model, the source terms depend only on the temperature and [C2H2], where346

[.] denotes the molar concentration of a species. Figure 10 shows the peak source terms347

of each soot formation pathway on the flame centerline and flame wings in the SE model.348

In both flame centerline and flame wings, the soot formation is entirely dominated by the349

surface growth in the SE model, where the nucleation rate is two orders of magnitude smaller350

than the surface growth rate. This trend is consistent with the simulation of Liu et al. [45].351

Since the pressure scaling of nucleation is much lower than that of surface growth, the gap352

between nucleation and surface growth rates increases with pressure increases.353

The pressure scaling of [C2H2] is approximately 1.0 due to the increase in the mixture354

density. The Arrhenius rate for nucleation slightly increases due to the increase in tem-355
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Figure 10: Effects of pressure on the peak value of each source term calculated by SE model.

perature. The nucleation rate is determined by the temperature and [C2H2]. Therefore,356

the pressure scaling of nucleation is slightly greater than 1.0. In the SE model, the surface357

growth rate is determined by the temperature, [C2H2], and the square root of soot surface358

area. The Arrhenius rate for surface growth also increases due to the increase in tempera-359

ture. The pressure scaling of soot surface area should be 2/3 of the pressure scaling of soot360

volume. As the pressure increase, the increase in density and temperature is the initial factor361

for the increase in surface growth rate, and then the increase in soot surface area provides362

a positive feedback mechanism. Consistent with the results of Liu et al. [9], the SE model363

assumes that the surface growth rate is proportional to the square root of the surface area,364

which is the key factor for the SE model to correctly predict the pressure scaling of the soot365

volume fraction. Comparing the flame centerline and flame wings, the pressure scaling of366

each soot formation pathway on the flame wings is greater than the corresponding value on367

the flame centerline. This is because the C2H2 distribution shifts toward the burner inlet as368

the pressure increases, then the proportion of C2H2 on the flame wings increases.369

For PAH-based detailed soot model, the calculation of the soot source terms depends on370

many variables. Figure 11 shows the pressure scaling of several key parameters. The absolute371
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values of different parameters vary widely. To facilitate comparisons, each parameter is372

normalized by its maximum value at 1 bar case. [PAHp] is the molar concentrations of the373

summation over all soot precursors. ωdimer is the total dimerization rate of soot precursors.374

χcsoot is the number of de-hydrogenate sites per cm2 of soot surface area. ksg is the reaction375

rate of the C2H2 addition.376

The pressure scaling of [PAHp] is 1.58 on flame centerline because of the increase in377

the mixture density and the mole fraction of soot precursors, as shown in Figure 4. The378

pressure scaling of ωdimer is about twice as that of [PAHp] due to the dimerization reactions.379

In the employed soot inception models [21], the dimers are assumed to be in quasi-steady380

state under the equilibrium between dimer formation (dimerization) and dimer consumption381

(nucleation and condensation). As a result, [Dimer] depends on the total dimerization,382

nucleation, and condensation rates. The pressure scaling of [Dimer] is 1.24 and 1.34 in the383

flame centerline and flame wings, which is less than that of [PAHp]. χcsoot slightly decreases384

as pressure increases, due to the reduction in radicals (OH and H). The reason for the385

radical reduction is the radical recombination reactions being favored as pressure increases.386

The same trend was found by Eaves et al. [11] in the ethane–air flames. ksg is dependent387
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on the Arrhenius rate, [C2H2], and χcsoot . The spatial distributions of C2H2 and χcsoot are388

significantly different, with the peak C2H2 appearing inside the flame whereas the peak χcsoot389

being on the flame edge. Therefore, the pressure scaling of ksg is 0.14 and 0.57 on flame390

centerline and flame wings, respectively, which is less than that of [PAHp]. This is one of391

the reasons why the pressure scaling of HACA growth is smaller than that of condensation.392

Compared flame centerline and flame wings, the pressure scaling of all these parameters on393

the flame wings is greater than its value on the flame centerline. This is because both C2H2394

and PAH distributions shift toward the burner inlet as the pressure increases.395

Figure 12 shows the peak value of each source term and the duration time calculated by396

HMOM in the trajectories through the flame centerline and flame wings. The duration time397

of the source term is defined as the particle residence time corresponding to the region where398

the source term is greater than 1% of its maximum value on the Lagrangian trajectories. The399

nucleation process is the collision of two dimers, thus the pressure scaling of the nucleation400

rate is 2.47 and 2.64 in the flame centerline and flame wings, respectively, which is twice401

the pressure scaling of [Dimer]. The condensation process is the collision of dimers and402

soot particles, where the condensation rate is calculated by [Dimer] and soot particle surface403

area. The HACA growth rate is calculated by the ksg and soot particle surface area. The404

increase in condensation and surface growth would result in an increase in soot surface405

area. Therefore, there is a positive feedback mechanism for condensation and surface growth406

rates. The condensation rate has the largest pressure scaling, followed by the HACA growth407

rate, whereas the nucleation rate has the smallest pressure scaling. The nucleation and408

condensation rates on the flame centerline are greater than those on the flame wings, while409

the HACA growth rate has the opposite trend. The changes of soot formation pathways with410

pressure are consistent with the results in the literatures [11, 13, 17]. Moreover, the pressure411

scaling of all soot formation pathways on the flame wings is greater than its pressure scaling412

on the flame centerline.413

As the pressure increases, the duration time of each pathway increases, which is an414

additional reason for the increase in the soot formation, apart from the increase in source415

terms. As show in Figure 12(d), the particle residence time at 8 bar case is 2.5 times and 3.0416

times that at 1 bar case in the flame centerline and flame wings, respectively. The duration417
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Figure 12: Pressure effects on the peak value of each source terms and the duration time of source term in

two Lagrangian trajectories calculated by HMOM.

time of each pathway on the flame wings is greater than that on the flame centerline, and418

this gap becomes larger at higher pressures. The particle residence time on flame wings419

is 2.0 times and 2.5 times that on flame centerline at 1 bar and 8 bar cases, respectively.420

This indicates that even if the net source term for soot formation on the flame wings is421

smaller than that on the flame centerline, the soot on the flame wings could still be larger422

than that on the flame centerline. The reason for the increase in particle residence time is423

that the PAH position shifts toward the burner inlet as the pressure increases (as shown in424

Figure 4), and the proportion of PAH species formed on the flame wings increases. PAH PLIF425

measurements on similar pressurized coflow flames by Bennett et al. [19] also showed these426

PAH behaviors. Although this is a buoyant-controlled flame, the axial velocity at different427

pressures is more or less similar. However, the PAH species shifts toward the burner inlet428

with a lower velocity, which increases the residence time.429

Figure 13 shows the pressure effects on the peak absolute value of soot oxidation rate.430

Similar with the trend of soot formation rate, the pressure scaling of the soot oxidation rate431
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Figure 13: Pressure effects on the peak value of soot oxidation rate, the absolute value of oxidation rate is

used for log scale.

in flame wings is larger than that in flame centerline. The pressure scaling of soot oxidation432

is less than that of condensation rate, while it larger than those of nucleation and HACA433

growth rates.434

3.5. Effects of pressure on PAH contributing in nucleation435

To study the effect of large PAH species, three different soot precursor strategies are used436

to model the soot nucleation process. The effects of pressure on the contribution from each437

individual PAH species in soot inception process are also performed. In the first strategy,438

eleven PAH species from A2 to A7 are considered as soot precursors. In the second strategy,439

nine PAH species from A4 to A7 are considered, while in the third strategy, only four PAH440

speices from A2 to A4R5 are considered as soot precursors. Chemical reactions of PAH441

species greater than A4R5 are removed from the gas phase reaction mechanism when the442

third strategy is used. Figure 14 shows the soot volume fraction on flame centerline in the443

pressure of 4 bar, where the experimental data is available. When the A2 and A2R5 are not444

considered as soot precursors, the soot volume fraction in the flame centerline drops by 55%.445

When the PAH species larger than A4R5 are not considered, the soot volume fraction in the446
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Figure 14: Predicted soot volume fraction on flame centerline using different soot precursor strategies in 4

bar condition.

flame centerline only drops by 23%. These indicate that A2 and A2R5 play a leading role in447

the nucleation process, due to their high mole fractions. Considering the low concentration448

of large PAH species, using A2 and those PAH species with more than two aromatic rings449

as soot precursors provides a better predictions of soot volume fraction.450

Details of the participating PAH species in soot nucleation process are shown in Figure 15,451

which presents the contribution ratio of each soot precursor to the total dimerization rate at452

the position of peak dimerization rate in the flame centerline and flame wings by using the453

first strategy. In the binary combination of two different precursors, the contribution of each454

precursor to the dimerization rate is allocated according to the number of carbon atoms in455

the precursor.456

On both the flame centerline and flame wings, as the pressure increase, the contribu-457

tion ratio of PAH species with penta-aromatic rings (A2R5 and A4R5) decreases, while the458

contribution ratio of PAH species with six-membered rings increases, such as A2 and A4.459

On the flame centerline, the total contribution ratio of small-sized PAH species (A2 and460

A2R5) accounts for 80%, medium-sized PAH species (A4 and A4R5) account for 10%, and461

the large-sized PAH species (more than four aromatic rings) account for 10% in all pressures.462
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However, on the flame wings, as the pressure increases from 1 bar to 8 bar, the contribution463

ratio of small-sized PAH species (A2 and A2R5) decreases from 85% to 65%; the contri-464

bution ratio of medium-sized PAH species (A4 and A4R5) increase from 10% to 15%; the465

contribution ratio of large-sized PAH species increases from 5% to 20%. The reason is that466

as the pressure increases, PAH location shifts toward the burner inlet and the proportion of467

PAH formed on flame wings increases significantly, especially for large-sized PAH species.468

The change of PAH with pressure was confirmed in experiments using PAH PLIF technol-469

ogy [19]. In both flame centerline and flame wing, small-sized PAH species (A2 and A2R5)470

dominate the dimerization reactions. However, the contribution ratio of medium-sized PAH471

and large-sized PAH species on nucleation process increases on flame wings with increasing472

pressure.473

4. Conclusions474

Detailed gas-phase and heterogeneous nucleation reaction models for soot formation were475

compiled and implemented for the simulations of sooting flames at pressures up to 16 bar.476

The simulations were compared with experimental measurements, in terms of temperature,477
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species mole fraction, and soot volume fraction. Without tuning any model parameters for478

this particular configuration, the effects of pressure on the flame shape and soot volume479

fraction were found to be in good quantitative agreement.480

Two soot aerosol models are compared against each other, i.e., the HMOM model based481

on PAH species as precursors and the C2H2-based SE model. For the SE model, the pressure482

scaling of peak soot volume fraction is well predicted, while it was unable to correctly predict483

the position of the peak soot volume fraction. The empirical parameters in the SE model484

need to be optimized to relate to the pressure. PAH-based HMOM provides better soot485

distribution on flame centerline by capturing the different soot nucleation and condensation486

pathways. The accuracy of the detailed models still depends on the fidelity of prediction of487

the important gas-phase precursors, such as PAH species. The present study revealed that488

the reaction rates for PAH species at higher pressures need to be further improved.489

A detailed pressure scaling analysis is carried out to reveal the pressure dependence of490

soot volume fraction. The increased residence time for soot growth is also an important factor491

for soot formation increasing with pressure, apart from the increase in mixture density, mole492

fraction of PAH species, and temperature. The residence time at 8 bar case is 2.5 times and493

3.0 times longer than those at 1 bar case in the flame centerline and flame wings, respectively.494

Moreover, the residence time on the flame wings is greater than that on the flame centerline,495

and this gap increases with increasing pressure. This indicates that more soot could be496

formed on flame wings even if the net source term for soot formation on the flame wings is497

smaller than that on the flame centerline.498

The small-sized PAH species (A2 and A2R5) dominate the nucleation process due to499

their high mole fraction. The A2-based precursor strategy provides good agreement with500

experiments in terms of soot volume fraction. The predicted soot volume fraction decreases501

by 23% at 4 bar case, once ignoring PAH species with more than four aromatic rings. With502

the pressure increase from 1 bar to 8 bar, the total contribution ratio of large-sized PAH503

species with more than four aromatic rings increases from 5% to 20% on the flame wings.504

These findings will provide guidance as to which chemical species and reactions need to be505

further investigated for improved quantitative prediction of soot formation at high pressure506
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